**Key Features**

- Plug-and-play connectivity, with single footprint and power cord
- Built-in terminal version of Microsoft Internet Explorer browser
- 17-inch non-glare CRT (16-inch viewing area)
- Supports RDP 5 and ICA 3 protocols
- Multiple terminal emulations standard
- Multiple session support
- Two USB ports, 10/100BaseT Fast Ethernet
- Built-in microphone and speakers
- Convection cooled; no moving parts
- Supports SNMP, DHCP, asset management
- Manage and configure centrally
- Three-year Buyer’s Protection Plan

**Key Benefits**

- Easier to install, connect, and use
- Local Internet Explorer 4 browser provides instant access to web-based applications without local server requirement
- Large screen and small footprint
- Gives administrators the flexibility to choose the protocol that fits their needs
- Delivers simple integration of legacy systems with Windows Server-based systems
- Increases productivity
- Convenient connection and networking options
- Convenient for applications with sound
- Quiet, durable, reliable; low electricity use
- Works with major industry-standard network management software packages
- Permits asset management, firmware upgrades, reconfiguration, and customized configurations—either from administration server or from other desktops

**Integrated Windows-Based Terminal**

**Winterm 3730LE**

**Powerful Legacy-Free Windows-Based Terminal with a Local Web Browser Integrated into a 17-Inch Multimedia Display.**

Wyse® Winterm™ thin clients are a simpler and easier way to deliver the productivity and application flexibility of a PC without the PC downsides of high service costs, low reliability, and short product life. Because thin clients are designed with no moving parts that can break down or lose data, they deliver greater data security and virus resistance, and significantly increased reliability versus a PC. They are quiet, easy-to-deploy, and simple to manage remotely.

The Winterm 3730LE is a powerful terminal for those who need both the manageability of a centralized server environment and the power of web-based applications access from the desktop, in a space-limited environment. With increased session support, and a built-in Internet Explorer 4.0 browser, the Winterm 3730LE can be used alone as a browser terminal or with popular thin-client solutions like Windows® 2000, Windows NT® 4.0, Terminal Server Edition, and Citrix® MetaFrame®. And because the Winterm 3730LE is integrated with a high quality 17-inch color CRT display, it provides an all-in-one model with a convenient small footprint.

The Winterm 3730LE is ideal for users in a LAN environment who use a standard suite of office productivity applications, accessed from the server or the web, plus email and Internet browsing, and who utilize network-based peripherals, including printers. The Winterm 3730LE comes with fully integrated 16-bit stereo speakers and microphone, 10/100BaseT network support, and more. Plus, administrators prefer Winterm terminals because they can be quickly set up and added to the network in only a few minutes using the simple set-up wizard.
**Winterm Model 3730LE**

**Integrated Windows-Based Terminal**
- 16MB FLASH, 32MB DRAM dynamic object caching
- Integrated Microsoft RDP 5, Local Internet Explorer 4 browser and Citrix ICA 3 protocols and terminal personalities standard
- Enhanced version of WBT 1.5 from Microsoft

**Audio**
- Full 16-bit stereo, 44 KHz sample rate
- Built-in speakers and microphone

**Video**
- Selectable, up to 1024 x 768
- Supports Citrix load balancing on ICA
- Multiple master browser support on ICA
- Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
- 10/100BaseT Fast Ethernet, twisted pair (RJ-45)
- VGA-type video output (DB-15)

**Networking**
- TCP/IP with DNS and DHCP
- 10/100BaseT Fast Ethernet, twisted pair (RJ-45)
- Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
- Multiple master browser support on ICA
- SNMP support allows configuration of terminal settings, reporting of terminal configuration and attached devices, traps
- DHCP support for automatic firmware upgrades and unit configuration

**Input/Output/Peripheral Support**
- Keyboard: enhanced USB with Windows keys (104 keys) included; low profile design with two-position tilt; integrated PS/2 mouse port; detachable 5-foot (1.5-meter) cable
- Mouse: PS/2 mouse included
- Local and/or network printers on ICA and RDP 5
- USB keyboard, one port available for peripherals

**Communication Support**
- Two USB Ports: One port dedicated for USB keyboard, one port available for peripherals

**Communications Protocols/**

**User Interface**
- Boot from local FLASH
- Start-up wizard for simple set-up
- Configurable automatic login
- Individual scripting
- Auto Configuration by using DHCP
- Connection failover

**Regulatory Compliance**
- Ergonomics
- EN55022A
- EN55024
- FDDI
- FCC Class B
- CE
- NUTEK Power Management

**Power**
- Auto-sensing 120 VAC 60 Hz/220 VAC 50 Hz
- Energy saving automatic power-down

**Physical Characteristics**
- Height: 17.0 inches (43.2cm)
- Width: 16.0 inches (40.6cm)
- Depth: 13.8 inches (46.5cm)
- Shipping Weight: 36.0lbs (16.4kgs)

**Environmental**
- Temperature range
  - Powered on: 32° to 104°F (0° to 40°C)
  - Powered off: -14° to 140°F (-10° to 60°C)
- Humidity
  - 20 to 80% noncondensing
- Operating altitude range
  - 0 to 10,000 feet (0 to 3,048 meters)
- Convection cooling, fanless design

**Setup and Configuration**
- Configurable automatic login
- Individual scripting
- Auto Configuration by using DHCP
- Connection failover

**Regulatory Compliance**
- UL 1950, CSA 950
- TÜV-GS approved
- EN61000-3-2
- EN61000-3-3
- EN55022
- EN55024
- FCC Class B
- CE
- NUTEK Power Management

**Warranty**
- Three-year Buyer’s Protection Plan (one-year hardware warranty, with service extended to three years free with registration in the first 90 days)

**Customer Service**
- For information or for the nearest
- Wyse Customer Service Center, call: 800 800 WYSE (800 800 9973), or visit the Wyse website at www.wyse.com

**Wyse Technology Inc.**
3471 North First Street
San Jose, CA 95134-1801

**For more information call:**
800-GET-WYSE (800-438-9973)

Visit our website at:
http://www.wyse.com

Or send email to:
info@wyse.com

**International Sales:**
Australia 61 2 9522 3122
China 8610 6264 1405
France 33 1 39 4400 44
Germany 49 89 460099 0
Taiwan 886 2 2528 7558

United Kingdom 44 118 9342 200
United States 408 473 1200

---

1Currently ICA and RDP protocols limited to 256 colors.
2Requires support by server OS and protocol.
3Keyboard not included with international models.
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